OVERSEER USER MANUAL

1 INTRODUCTION
OVERSEER is a non-traditional application. Combining self-help app with a game. The core objective is to get people to better themselves while having the game content to have a reason to not only use the app but not get bored and let the goals fall by the way side.
OVERSEER will also increase the gratification the user will get along the way to their goal.

1.1 Purpose and Scope
This user manual is intended to assist users in understanding how to use OVERSEER.

1.2 Organization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Introduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>System Capabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>System Functions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Operating Instructions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Error Handling</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.3 Points of Contact
OVERSEER support team can be reached by email at support@overseer.com, or by phone at 1-800-555-OVER.

1.4 Project References
The official OVERSEER Wiki site, www.wiki.overseer.com, has references and research pertaining to OVERSEER.

1.5 Primary Business Functions
OVERSEER is designed to assist people better themselves without the strain of average self-help applications. The gaming portion of the game is meant to cancel out the tediousness of forming habits with the gaming aspect.

1.6 Glossary
OVERSEER – Application used to better one’s self.

2 SYSTEM CAPABILITIES
OVERSEER assists people form habits

2.1 Purpose
This section describes the purpose of the application system.
2.2 General Description
This section provides an overview of the system’s capabilities, functions, and operation, including the specific high-level functions performed by the system. Use graphics and tables, if appropriate.

3 DESCRIPTION OF SYSTEM FUNCTIONS
This section will detail the different functions OVERSEER has inside the application.

3.1 Creating an Account
To create an account for OVERSEER you will need to enter the following information:

Name
E-mail
Username
Password
Confirmation of EULA agreement

See example to the right for more assistance.
3.2 Navigating OVERSEER

In the top left corner of the application is a series of three horizontal lines. Tapping this will bring up a menu of places in the app. Tapping one of those will take you to the respected place.

This is how the user navigates OVERSEER.

3.3 Creating a Habit

The first step is to type a description or keywords into the text box. Then you can create or find a habit that matches that description determined by an algorithm similar to YouTube’s search algorithm. To create a habit, you would tap the “Create Habit” button shown in example to the right. From there you will be prompted to give your habit a name or a description.

You can also choose to find an already existing habit by tapping the “Find Habit” button. Then the results will appear on the bottom half of the screen. Tapping one of those habits will add the habit to your account.

This is how to add a habit to the account.
3.4 Competing

To compete with other OVERSEER users you can challenge friends specifically or find others through the public.

When making the competition, center image above, you control what the habit is and how long the competition lasts for. Then upon tapping the complete button your screen will turn into one looking like the right most picture. Public matches are predetermined by what completion you decide to join.

When one of the habits are to be completed a notification will appear. You will then be prompted to confirm that you did or did not complete the task. Unfortunately there is no tried option.

This is how users compete with other users.
3.5 Character Customization

The left image above is the character customization screen. This lets you decide what your in-game character looks like. The previews of your character and pet are shown on the left screen.

The user can also tap the “Shop” button to purchase additional gear for your character with in-game currency. This takes the user to the right image. Tapping a piece of gear prompts you to agree to buy the gear to help prevent accidental purchases.
3.6 Messaging

Composing a message to another user will be like the left image and from there you can choose to also go to the specific types of messaging at the top of the screen.

Tapping on the “Public Chatroom” and “Private Chatroom” will bring you to a screen that looks like the right image. Both chatrooms are similar in visual design but in a private chatroom the users decide who is in the chatroom. The public chatrooms are open to all users that have not had their char privileges revoked.

This is how users communicate within the application.

4 OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

OVERSEER is simple to use however this section will detail operations in starting, restarting, and terminating the application.
4.1 **Initiate Operation**
OVERSEER will be available on mobile application for Android and IOS. Once downloaded onto your device it is ready to start. Once inside the application create an account and the application will be ready for use.

4.2 **Maintain Operation**
Any and all software maintenance for OVERSEER will automatically be updated in the public application upon pushing out the patches. Any and all attempts to conduct maintenance by the users will breach OVERSEER’s EULA.

4.3 **Terminate and Restart Operations**
Terminating OVERSEER will just be as standard applications are terminated. Restarting the application is no different than initially starting it.

5 **ERROR HANDLING**
Errors should be limited however upon happening most errors are just like staring at the sun. Those errors just need you to close the application and relaunch it.

Errors will be presented with titles such as “Closed for the holiday.” This is presented when trying to access the store without connection to the OVERSEER servers. “Cat got your tongue” error occurs when someone that was banned from public chats tries to enter a public chat.

5.1 **HELP FACILITIES**
For general questions, there is an FAQ page found on the Official OVERSEER Wiki site. For comments/concerns OVERSEER support team can be contacted by email at support@overseer.com, or by phone at 1-800-555-OVER.